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Dan Chambliss serves as Research Director for LH&P, bringing thirty years experience in organization 
research and consulting with client executive teams. His work has spanned Consumer Products, 
Education, Financial Services, Healthcare, Professional Services and Telecoms. 

Sample projects include: 

• For the US division of a multinational corporation undergoing transformation, developed and 
administered a series of pulse surveys, targeted at key top-management issues. Findings shifted 
resources from tactical interventions to a unified program to address intensifying cross-unit 
coordination challenges 

• Analyzed historical employee survey data for a global Telecommunications giant with 100,000+ 
employees. Findings launched multi-year divisional program to upgrade customer service 
functions and improve field working conditions 

• Re-analyzed employee surveys for Healthcare professional services firm following truncated 
internal efforts. Through statistical and qualitative review, unearthed serious, unrecognized 
management issues. Presented findings to top managers, who launched intensive corrective 
program 

• Alongside client executives, undertook broad review of historical company internal research 
data including surveys, reports, and prior initiatives. Identified long-standing management 
issues, corroborating evidence from interviews and focus groups. Developed method to track 
and interpret progress on areas of concern efficiently in the face of widespread employee 
skepticism 

• Conducted detailed study of critical management roles for regional Healthcare company 
experiencing high levels of turnover. Unexpected findings re-focused attention on fundamentals 
of management job design, hiring, training and retention practices 

• For major non-profit foundation, completed a ten-year ground-breaking research study 
employing interviews, surveys, objective evaluation, and archival analysis methods. Project staff 
included dozens of interviewers and analysts, professional researchers, and administrative 
personnel. Results to be released nationally by Harvard University Press in February 2014 
 

Dan earned an MA and Ph.D. in Sociology from Yale University. A former Fulbright Fellow, he is active as 
a researcher and author with several national award-winning books in his field. Dan has been regarded 
as a leading authority in research methods since his Research Methods text has become a standard in 
the US and UK. 

  

 


